
INFLATABLE FURNITURE 
RESISTANT,
DURABLE…

1. CRISTAL

3. CUSTOMIZED

2. PLAIN

2

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES

distributed in the UK by

Unit D Highfield Rd Camelford Cornwall PL32 9RA

T: 01840 213 063



Cristal
range1

melbourne - australia
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Sydney Harbour - AuStrAliA
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Nike Air Max event - paris

the tPU
(thermoPlastic
PolyUrethan)

Highly resistant plastic used 
in many fields such as Zodiac® 
boats. this plastic is extremely 
elastic, resistant to any kind 
of climate (hot or cold) and 
completely odorless. 
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French alps

2plain
range
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cannes, French riviera

oUtdoor

technical fabric with good weather 
resistance. Made in France
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saint-Just
castle

Plain cover

Black or white textile providing 
a smooth and soft touch.
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cassis,
French riviera

light optIon led lights system

•	 Wireless
•	 8h - 20h autonomy
•	 Waterproof
•	 rechargeable
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3Customized
furniture
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logos or hd PictUres

Endless possibilities with the sublimation 
printing process. Give your brand all the visibility 
it deserves!

teXtile cover

Perfectly suited for printing, the 250g textile 
polyester cover is completely removable, 
easy to maintain and you may change the 
customizations whenever you want !
Print and manufactured in france
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stickers or engraving

the tray of the table can also be customized. 
choose the sticker customization option to
maximize brand visibility or engraving for 
classy and chic rendering.
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1 2 3

get a Free 3d mock-UP !

ask our graphic team for a free 3D visualization of 
your furniture. Get realistic views before the printing 
& making of your furniture !  
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Plastic (tPU)

Used especially in the marine 
industry for over 30 years, 
tPU has excellent properties 
compared to PVc : resistant 
to abrasion, resistant to very 
low and high temperature, 
tear strength,  flexibility, 
100% recyclable, etc...

made in France

to provide quality and quick delivery to 
our clients, all our covers are made in our 
workshops in France.

cristal plain

TECHNICAL featureS

anchoring
& Ballasts

Discrete and retractable,  
they provide strong 
resistance to wind & 
outdoor situations.

cUstomized
teXtile cover
(Polyester 300gr)

endless possibilities to 
customize your cover with 
the sublimation printing 
process. Print anything on 
it : logos, pictures, pattern, 
etc... Give your brand the 
visibility it deserves !

customized

Plain teXtile cover
(Polyester 300gr)

fabric used for its flexibility, fast set-up and easy 
cleaning (30°c machine). it also provides good 
resistance to weathering.
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Paris City Hall

taIlorMaDe
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creation of unique 
inflatable structures 
for the world famous 
london store : 
Selfridges.

inflatable chair tailormade based on the 
bestseller version from Fabrice Berrux. 
serial production sold in exclusivity in 
Roche-Boboi’s stores in france and 
worldwide.

FUji

limited edition 
chair designed by 
Victor Boëda.

nike air maX day
tailormade inflatable structures 

made   for the nike air Max system. 
inflatables for display realized for 

a retail chain in europe and asia
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